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Asymmetric links are common in wireless networks for a variety of phys-
ical, logical, operational, and legal considerations. An asymmetric link
supports unidirectional communication between a pair of mobile sta-
tions and requires a set of relay stations for the transmission of packets
in the other direction. We evaluate m-limited forwarding, a technique
to disseminate information in location- and power-aware networks with
symmetric and/or asymmetric links. Then we introduce a network and
a MAC layer protocol for wireless networks with asymmetric links. The
network layer protocol takes advantage of the location information to
reduce the number of retransmissions and thus reduces the power con-
sumption via the m-limited forwarding technique. The MAC layer pro-
tocol requires fewer nodes to maintain silence during a transmission than
the protocols proposed in 1,2. We present a set of metrics characterizing
the ability of a medium access control protocol to silence nodes which
can cause collisions.

1. Introduction and Motivation

In a wireless environment, at any given time, an asymmetric link supports
unidirectional communication between a pair of mobile stations and re-
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quires a set of relay stations for the transmission of packets in the other
direction. Throughout this paper the term “asymmetric” is related to the
transmission range of a node at time t and a communication channel link-
ing two nodes. Two nodes linked by an asymmetric link at time t may find
themselves in close proximity, or may be able to increase their transmission
range and to reach each other at time t + τ and thus be connected by a
bi-directional link. Thus we feel compelled to make a distinction between
unidirectional and asymmetric links in wireless networks. We shall drop
this distinction whenever the context allows us to. Asymmetric links are
common in wireless networks for a variety of physical, logical, operational,
and legal considerations; several scenarios contribute to the asymmetry of
communication links in a wireless environment:

(a) Transmission range limited by the node hardware. The hardware
properties of the node (for instance, the antenna or the radio circuits) de-
termine the maximum transmission range. This can be different for differ-
ent nodes, leading to asymmetric links, which can not be avoided except
by physically changing the nodes hardware components, for instance by
installing a different antenna.

(b) Power limitation. Two nodes have different power constraints, e.g.,
A has sufficient power reserves and a transmission range enabling it to
reach B; however, B has limited power, and either (i) cannot reach A, or
(ii) may choose not to reach A to save power. The two scenarios lead to
different protocol design. In the second scenario, B is capable to reach A
and we could exploit this capability for short transmissions when necessary,
e.g., during a network setup phase and thus avoid setting up a bidirectional
overlaya.

(c) Interference. A can reach B and B can reach A, but if B would
transmit at a power level sufficient to reach A, it would interfere with C
who might be a licensed user of the spectrum. This scenario is critical for
transmitters which attempt to opportunistically exploit unused parts of the
licensed spectrum (such as unused television channels). Even if operating in
the un-licensed bands, dynamic spectrum management arrangements might
have given the priority to node C, thus B needs to refrain from sending at
a power level above a given threshold.

(d) Stealth considerations. A and B attempt to communicate and wish
to hide the existence or the exact location of B from O. One way to achieve

aSome approaches use network layer tunneling to enable the transmission of ACK packets
at the MAC layer. However, a working network layer requires a working MAC layer.
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this is to restrict the transmission power of node B to the minimum and/or
transmit on frequencies which make location detection more difficult (low
probability of detection (LPD) systems). This is especially important in
military/battlefield applications 3,4.

(e) Unidirectional links required by dynamic spectrum management. In
the emerging field of software defined radios, the nodes can transmit virtu-
ally in any band across the spectrum, but they need to share the spectrum
with devices belonging to licensed operators as well as devices with limited
flexibility. Once any of the reasons discussed previously force a link to be
unidirectional additional constraints, e.g., the need for a reverse path be-
tween some pairs of nodes may cause other links to change their status and
operate in a unidirectional mode even when there is no explicit reason for
unidirectionality.

We discuss briefly two potential applications of the network and MAC
layer protocols for location- and power-aware networks with asymmetric
links discussed in this paper: software radios and ad hoc grids.

Software radios can sense their RF environment and modify their fre-
quency, power, and/or modulation, allowing for real-time spectrum man-
agement. A software radio has distinctive advantages over a traditional one:
(a) it covers a wide operational frequency spanning multiple bands of the
spectrum, (b) can support multiple networking protocols, (c) a single hard-
ware unit can be programmed to work with multiple waveforms and (d) a
software radio can be updated to work with new protocols, designed after
the radio hardware.

An ad hoc grid consists of a hierarchy of mobile systems with different
hardware, software, and communication capabilities 6. The processor speed,
amount of main memory, secondary storage, speed of communication de-
vices, and sophistication of the software support increase as we move from
one class to another in this hierarchy. Informally, we call the four classes
of systems: disposable or C4, wearable or C3, portable or C2, and back-end
or C1. There are many potential applications of ad hoc grids for sporting
events, discovery expeditions, natural resource exploration, disaster man-
agement, and battlefield management 6.

The contributions of this paper are: an evaluation of m-limited forward-
ing, a technique to disseminate information in location- and power-aware
networks with symmetric and/or asymmetric links. We also introduce a
routing and a MAC layer protocol for wireless networks with asymmetric
links. The network layer protocol exploits the location information to reduce
the number of retransmissions and thus reduces the power consumption.
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The MAC layer protocol requires fewer nodes to maintain silence during
a transmission than the protocols proposed in 1,2. We introduce a set of
metrics characterizing the ability of a medium access control protocol to
silence nodes which can cause collisions.

2. Related Work

Ad hoc routing protocols are: (i) table-driven, or proactive, such as DSDV8,
CGSR9, DREAM10, and OLSR11; (ii) on-demand, reactive, or source-
initiated, such as DSR12, AODV13, LAR14, and TORA15. In case of proac-
tive routing protocols, nodes periodically propagate routing update ad-
vertisements with their neighbors in order to maintain up-to-date routing
information. Routes are immediately available upon a node’s request. In
reactive routing protocols, a route is found on demand when the source
needs to send a packet to a destination. Routes are valid only for a limited
period, after which routes are considered to be obsolete. No periodical route
information propagation is required. Reactive protocols require less band-
width and power than proactive ones, but discovering routes on demand
leads to higher latency. Hybrid protocols, such as Zone Routing Protocol
(ZRP) 16 combine the features of proactive and reactive protocols. In a
hybrid protocol, routes for a subset of nodes are maintained in a routing
table proactively while routes for the remaining nodes are discovered when
needed. Location-aware protocols use location information provided by an
attached GPS to improve the performance. LAR14 and DREAM10 are ex-
amples of such protocols.

Reducing power consumption is critical for wireless communication pro-
tocols 17,?. Power-aware routing protocols take into account power con-
sumption when determining a route 19,?.

MAC-layer protocols specify the rules for contending users to access a
shared wireless medium in a fair, stable and efficient way. A MAC-layer
protocol for wireless ad hoc networks should take into account additional
considerations: (i) Mobility - the connection between nodes can become
unstable because of the independent movement of the nodes; (ii) Quality of
channel - a wireless channel has a higher Bit Error Rate (BER) than a wired
network; (iii) Collisions - wireless transceivers work in a half-duplex mode;
nodes do not “listen” when “talk” and do not “talk” when “listen”. The
sender is unable to detect the collision and the receiver is unable to notify
the sender of the collision during the transmission of a packet. Collision
avoidance is almost mandatory.
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In Carrier Sensing Multiple Access (CSMA) 26 every node senses the
carrier before transmitting its data, it defers transmission if it detects the
medium is busy. CSMA reduces the possibility of collisions at the vicinity
of the sender. Multiple Access Collision Avoidance (MACA) 27 and its
variant MACAW 28 are alternative medium access schemes for wireless ad
hoc networks that aim to solve the hidden node problem by reducing the
possibility of collisions in the vicinity of the receiver. The Floor Acquisition
Multiple Access (FAMA) 29 protocol consists of both carrier sensing and
a collision avoidance handshake between sender and receiver of a packet.
Once the control of the channel is assigned to one node, all other nodes in
the network should become silent. Carrier Sensing Multiple Access based on
Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA), the combination of CSMA and MACA,
is considered a variant of FAMA protocols. The IEEE 802.11 Standard 30

is a the best-known instance of CSMA/CA.
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Fig. 1. (a) Hidden node problem in a “classical” wireless network with mobile nodes.
All links are assumed to be bidirectional. A hidden node is a node out of the range of
the source and in the range of the receiver node. k is a hidden node for a transmission
from node s to node r. (b) Hidden node problem in a heterogeneous wireless network
with mobile nodes. A hidden node is a node out of the range of the sender and whose
range covers the receiver. k is a hidden node as for a transmission from node s to node
r.

In a wireless network with symmetric links only, a hidden node is gen-
erally defined as a node out of the range of the sender and in the range of
the receiver 31. According to this definition such a node is hidden from the
sender but exposed from the receiver (See Figure 1(a)). The hidden node
problem can be solved by a RTS-CTS handshake mechanism proposed by
MACA 27 (RTS stands for Request to Send and CTS for Clear to Send).

However, in a heterogeneous wireless ad hoc network, a hidden node
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should be defined as a node out of the range of the sender and whose range
covers the receiver (See Figure 1(b)). According to this definition, a hidden
node is hidden from the sender and possibly hidden from the receiver as
well. The RTS-CTS handshake mechanism is not a solution for such networks
since a CTS packet may not be able to reach hidden nodes.

Several solutions to the hidden node problem in a heterogeneous wire-
less ad hoc network exist. 1 proposes that a node rebroadcasts a CTS packet
if it is received from a low-power node. To decrease the probability of col-
lisions, each node waits a random number (1 . . . 6) of SIFS (Short Inter-
Frame Spacing) periods before transmitting a CTS packet. 2 made several
improvements relative to 1: (i) not only CTS but also RTS packets are re-
broadcasted; (ii) nodes with a CTS packet to rebroadcast, first sense the
medium and transmit only if the medium is not busy; and (iii) only high-
power nodes rebroadcast RTS or CTS packets. The solutions proposed by 1

and 2 can lead to inefficient use of the channel if nodes are misclassified
as hidden nodes. In such situations, nodes that could have been active are
silenced due to misclassification, severely degrading the channel utilization.
1 and 2 routinely assume routing over symmetric links so that the sender
is able to receive both CTS and ACK packets. In the presence of asymmetric
links, however, the sender might not receive the CTS or ACK packets, thus
the sender cannot trigger the transmission of DATA packets, and does not
know whether a transmission was successful or not. The MAC protocol to
be presented in Section 6 is designed to handle these situations as well.

The Sub Routing Layer (SRL) project 32,33 adds an intermediary layer
between the MAC and network layers. This layer partially isolates the rout-
ing protocol from the MAC layer, although it still allows the routing pro-
tocol to directly contact the MAC layer. For unidirectional links, reverse
paths are computed using the Reverse Distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm.
Another approach is to tunnel packets by encapsulating them at higher
level protocols, thus creating virtual reverse links 34. Although the details
of implementation differ, both approaches create a virtual reverse link by
substituting it with a reverse path. Even though a bidirectional abstraction
is created, the reverse link has a significantly higher latency, and possibly,
lower bandwidth.

3. The Model of the System

Let N be the set of nodes. We assume that:
a. The number of nodes is relatively small, say | N |≤ 104.
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b. The mobility of individual nodes is limited and differs from one node to
the other.
c. Nodes are able to adjust their transmitting power according to their
residual power so that their lifetime is extended.

Every node i ∈ N is characterized by a minimal set of attributes:
1. Id, Idi; unique string used for node identification.
2. Class, Ci; the nodes of a heterogeneous mobile network are classified in
several classes based on the hardware and software resources. Throughout
this paper we assume a four level hierarchy.
3. Location at time t, Li(t); the geographical coordinates of the position of
node i at time t, and
4. Residual power at time t, P res

i (t); the amount of power available at time
t.

Other attributes can be derived from the ones in the minimal set.
5. Transmission range at time t, Ri(t); a function of the residual power
and possibly other factors including the configuration of the terrain, atmo-
spheric conditions, and so on.

The distance between two nodes i, j ∈ N at time t, dij(t) is a function
of the position of the two nodes

dij(t) = dji(t) = f(Li(t), Lj(t)).

6. Average velocity over an interval ∆t = t2 − t1 > 0, v∆t
i ; v∆t

i =
f(Li(t2), Li(t1))/∆t.
7. Mobility region over an interval ∆t = t2− t1 > 0, M∆t

i ; a circle of radius
v∆t

i ×∆t, centered at Li(t1).
The Boolean reachability function Rij(t) is defined as

Rij(t) = true ⇐⇒ Ri(t) ≥ dij(t);
Rij(t) = false ⇐⇒ Ri(t) < dij(t).

Definition 1: Two nodes i, j ∈ N are in neighbor relationship at time t

if there is a direct communication link between them. We recognize several
types of neighbors:
1. Out-bound neighbor: j is the out-bound neighbor of i, if i can reach j

but j cannot reach i. In this case the link Lij between the two nodes is
unidirectional

Rij(t) = true and Rji(t) = false.

Call Outi(t) ⊂ N the set of Out-bound neighbors of i at time t.
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2. In-bound neighbor: j is the In-bound neighbor of i, if j can reach i

but i cannot reach j. In this case the link Lji between the two nodes is
unidirectional

Rij(t) = false and Rji(t) = true.

Call Ini(t) ⊂ N the set of In-bound neighbors of i at time t.
3. In/Out-bound neighbor: j is the In/Out-bound neighbor of i, if i and j

can reach each other. In this case the link Lij between the two nodes is
bidirectional

Rij(t) = true and Rji(t) = true.

Call InOuti(t) ⊂ N the set of In/Out-bound neighbors of i at time t.

Definition 2: If node i is an Out-bound neighbor of node j, we call i

the high-range node (H-node) and j the low-range node (L-node) of the
asymmetric link Lij .

Definition 3: A set of m nodes i1, i2, . . . im ∈ N are in an m-party proxy
set if each node can reach the other m− 1 nodes either directly or through
a subset of the other m− 2 members.

Proposition 4: At least one of the links of an m-party proxy set must be
bidirectional.

Proof: Suppose Proposition 1 is false, that is, there exists an m-party
proxy set with no bidirectional link. Let the m nodes in the m-party proxy
relationship be i1, i2, · · · , im ∈ N and arbitrarily pick up an asymmetric
link (iu, iv) where 1 ≤ u, v ≤ m,u 6= v. Thus, node iu can reach node
iv directly, but the reciprocal is not true, Riuiv (t) = true and Riviu(t) =
false, which is equivalent to

Riu(t) ≥ diuiv (t) > Riv (t).

By the definition of m-party proxy set, there exists at least a path for
node iv to reach node iu. Let us choose the shortest path from node iv to
node iu. There are no duplicate nodes on this path, otherwise a shorter
path can be obtained by removing the sub-path consisting of all the nodes
connecting the two duplicate nodes. Call the set of nodes on the short-
est path (iv, iN1 , iN2 , · · · , iNp · · · , iNk

, iu), where Np 6= Nq, Np 6= u,Np 6=
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v, 1 ≤ p, q ≤ k ≤ m− 2, p 6= q. Similarly, we have

Riv (t) ≥ diviN1
(t) > RiN1

(t)
≥ diN1 iN2

(t) > RiN2
(t)

≥ · · · > RiNp
≥ diNp iNp+1

(t) > RiNp+1
(t)

≥ · · · > RiNk
≥ diNk

iu
(t) > Riu

(t).

The above inequalities are contradictory, thus, Proposition 1 must be
true.

Figure 2(a) and 2(b) show two possible configurations of a three-party
proxy set with unidirectional links only. The configuration in Figure 2(a) is
infeasible according to Proposition 1, while the configuration in Figure 2(b)
is infeasible because k cannot reach either i or j.

j

k
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j

k

i

(a) (b)

j
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j
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i
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Fig. 2. Three-party and four-party proxy sets. (a) An infeasible scenario for a three-
party proxy set involving three unidirectional links. (b) A second infeasible scenario for
a three-party proxy set involving three unidirectional links. (c) A feasible scenario for a
three-party proxy set with one bidirectional link. (d) A feasible scenario for a four-party
proxy set with one bidirectional link.

Proposition 5: There is at least one configuration of an m-party proxy
set with one bidirectional link.

The configuration in Figure 2(c) and any configuration obtained by
a permutation of the nodes in the set has one bidirectional link. In this
configuration i can reach j and k directly, j can reach k directly and i via
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k, and finally k can reach i directly and j via i. The ranges and distances
among the nodes of the configuration in Figure 2(c) are:

Rj < dij ≤ Ri, Rk < djk ≤ Rj ; dik ≤ Ri, dki ≤ Rk.

To show that there is at least one configuration of four-party proxy set
with one bidirectional link we consider the configuration in Figure 2(d).
Since there is a loop i → j → k → l → i, every node can reach the other
nodes in the set.

The ranges and distances among the nodes of the configuration in Fig-
ure 2(d) must satisfy the following constraints:
{

Rj < dij ≤ Ri, Rk < djk ≤ Rj , Rl < dkl ≤ Rk; dli ≤ Ri, dli ≤ Rl;
dik > Ri, djl > Rj , dki > Rk, dlj > Rl.

In the general case of an m-party proxy set consider the nodes
i1, i2, . . . im ∈ N connected as follows: nodes ik and ik+1 (1 ≤ k ≤ m− 2)
are connected by unidirectional links from node ik to node ik+1, and nodes
i1 and im are connected by a bidirectional link. The ranges and distances
among nodes must satisfy the following constraints

{
Rk+1 < dk,k+1 ≤ Rk, 1 ≤ k ≤ m− 2; d1m ≤ R1, dm1 ≤ Rm;
dk,(k+j) mod m > Rk, 2 ≤ j ≤ m− 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ m.

Definition 6: Define the average number of neighbors for a bidirectional ad

hoc network given a mobility area S, at time t, ω(S,N , t), as
Σi∈N (ωi(t))

|N | ,

where ωi(t) is the number of neighbors of node i at time t.

Proposition 7: Assume (i) the set of nodes N is uniformly distributed
throughout the area S and (ii) all the nodes have the same transmission
range R. Let S be a rectangle with length X and width Y , X, Y ≥ 2R. We
can approximate the average number of neighbors of a node as:

ω(S,N , t) ≈| N | ( R4

(XY )2
− 3

4
(

1
X2Y

+
1

XY 2
)R3 +

πR2

XY
)− 1.

Corollary 8: If X = Y , ω(S,N , t) ≈| N | ( R

X
)4 − 1.5(

R

X
)3 + π(

R

X
)2]− 1.

Corollary 9: If X = Y = mR,m ≥ 2, ω(S,N , t) ≈| N | (
1

m4
− 1.5

m3
+

π

m2
)− 1.
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4. m-Limited Forwarding

m-limited forwarding is a technique to reduce the cost of disseminating in-
formation in a power-constrained environment by limiting the cardinality
of the subset of nodes which will retransmit a packet. In case of flooding
in an ad hoc network, when node j transmits a packet at time t the nodes
in the set Hj(t), the set of all neighbors within the transmission range of
node j, retransmit the packet. There are nj(t) =| Hj(t) | nodes in this set.
We wish to limit the size of the subset of nodes which forward the packet
to at most m < n. The nodes in this subset, called m-forwarding subset,
Fj(t) ⊂ Hj(t) should be the ones optimally positioned vis-a-vis the packet
destination and with the most favorable balance of power. The parameter
m should be chosen to satisfy a subset of sometimes contradictory require-
ments, e.g., minimize the power consumption, ensure some stability of the
routes when the nodes move within a certain area, minimize error rates,
minimize retransmission, and so on.

Informally, in the method discussed in this paper the sender of a packet,
node j provides a “hint”, we call this value a forwarding cutoff, κj(t), and
sends it to all its neighbors together with the original information. Each
node i ∈ Hj(t) determines if it belongs to the selected subset, i ∈ Fj(t),
by evaluating a function, the forwarding priority function, ϕi(t), and then
compares the value of this function with the forward cutoff. Node i forwards
the packet if and only if ϕi(t) ≥ κj(t). Obviously, the destination recognizes
its own nodeID and does not further forward the packet. If the location of
the destination is not known, the sender sets κj(t) = −1 and all nodes in
Hj retransmit the packet. If | Fj(t) |< m then κj(t) = 0 and in this case
individual nodes in Hj make their own decision whether to forward or not.

Note that information regarding the position and the residual power of
each node in the set Hj(t) may, or may not, be very accurate, due to node
mobility and to node activity which affects the residual power. As a result,
κj(t) may allow fewer than m nodes to forward, if some have moved away
from their location known to node j, or may have further depleted their
power reserves. The actual number of nodes forwarding the packet may be
larger than m if new nodes have moved into the optimal forwarding area,
or recharged their batteries.

A forwarding fitness function measures the fitness of a node as the next
hop. Different heuristics can be used when designing a forwarding fitness
function.
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One example of a forwarding fitness function is:

τk(i, j) =
1

dik + c
, (1)

where j is the sender, i is the destination, k is the next hop candidate, dik

is the distance between node i and node k, and c is a positive constant.
Another instance of a forwarding fitness function is proposed in 35,

ηk(i, j) =





0 if Rk ≤ dik − rij ;
π · r2

ij if Rk ≥ dki + rij ;
1
2
[r2

ij(ϕ− sinϕ) + R2
k(θ − sinθ)] otherwise;

(2)

where rij = dij−Rj , θ = 2 arccos R2
k+d2

ik−r2
ij

2·Rk·dki
, and ϕ = 2arccos r2

ij+d2
ik−R2

k

2·rij ·dik
.

If we assume that the number of nodes in a given area is proportional
to the size of the area, this fitness function based upon geometric consider-
ations, favors nodes which have more neighbors who could possibly either
reach the destination, or reach other nodes best positioned to reach the
destination.

4.1. Simulation Study

M-limited forwarding can be used for wireless networks with sym-
metric/bidirectional links as well as wireless networks with asymmet-
ric/unidirectional links. We choose to study the first type of networks be-
cause we wanted to clearly distinguish the advantages and the drawbacks
of the algorithm in a traditional setting, without the additional effects due
to asymmetric links.

We use NS-2 36,?, an object-oriented event-driven simulator developed
at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory as part of the VINT project,
with the CMU wireless extensions 38. To describe the movement of nodes
in the system we use the “random waypoint” model 39,?. In our simulations
we use traffic patterns generated by constant bit rate (CBR) sources send-
ing UDP packets. We are concerned with the impact of network load, node
mobility, and network density upon power consumption, packet loss ratio,
and latency. We run several simulation experiments and vary the number
of nodes, the speed in the “random waypoint” model, and the number of
CBR sources. Table 1 illustrates the default settings and the range of the
parameters for our simulation experiments. To construct 95% confidence in-
tervals, we repeat each experiment 10 times for a pair of scenario and traffic
pattern, the two elements affecting the results of a performance study.
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Field Value Range
simulation area 500× 500(m2)
number of nodes 80 30 - 100
transmission range 100 (m)
average number of neighbors 8.22 2.46 - 10.53
speed 1 (m/s) 2 - 20 (m/s)
pause time 15 (s)
simulation time 800 (s)
number of CBR sources 30 5 - 40
CBR packet size 64 (bytes)
CBR sending rate 512 (bps)

The Effect of the Network Load. We expect the network load to
affect differently the power consumption, the packet loss ratio, as well as
the average packet delay of the five routing schemes, flooding and 2- and
3-limited forwarding with τk(i, j) and ηk(i, j) fitness functions. Figure 3(a)
illustrates average power consumption versus network load. As expected,
flooding needs more power than routing with m-limited forwarding schemes.

Figure 3(b) illustrates packet loss ratio versus network load. Packet loss
could be due to several factors: (i) the forwarding set calculated by the for-
warding fitness function excludes nodes on the critical path from source to
destination; (ii) packets are dropped due to collisions or excessive retrans-
mission failures at MAC layer; (iii) nodes move fast and the routing tables
become outdated frequently. When the traffic load is light, the major cause
of packet loss is exclusion of nodes on the path from source to destination,
while for heavy traffic the collisions become the major source of traffic loss.
Node movement is a minor factor affecting the packet loss as the node speed
is relatively low in this experiment.

As a general rule flooding causes more collisions than m-limited forward-
ing. When network load is relatively heavy, routing schemes using m-limited
forwarding outperform flooding as collisions become a major concern.

Figure 3(c) illustrates average latency versus network load. The average
latency is calculated based solely on delivered packets. Higher latency is due
to heavy traffic and/or paths with a large number of hops. To avoid colli-
sions, the binary exponential backoff algorithm of the MAC layer protocol
requires that packets are retransmitted after timeouts lasting increasingly
longer after subsequent collisions.

Not surprisingly, the average latency of flooding is lower than that of
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Fig. 3. The impact of network load on power consumption, packet loss ratio, and la-
tency. (a) Average power consumption versus network load. (b) Packet loss ratio versus
network load. (c) Average latency versus network load.
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routing with m-limited forwarding using ηk(i, j). Flooding tends to find
routes with the shortest latency while routing with m-limited forwarding
scheme using ηk(i, j) may exclude nodes on the shortest path. However,
when the network load is high, flooding may experience higher average la-
tency than routing with m-limited forwarding using τk(i, j).

The Effect of Node Mobility. Node mobility is measured by the
speed of the node movement. Figure 4(a) illustrates the average power
consumption versus node mobility. When node mobility is high the routing
table become outdated quickly and the average power consumption of all
routing schemes increases, as additional power is dissipated to find new
routes. As expected, m-limited forwarding requires less power than flooding.
For example, 2-limited forwarding using τk(i, j) is 20.55% at 2 m/s and
10.01% at 20 m/s better than flooding.

Figure 4(b) presents packet loss ratio versus node mobility. In all routing
schemes packet loss ratio increases sharply when node mobility increases
due to outdated routing tables. All routing schemes are very sensitive to
node mobility, for example, for flooding the packet loss ratio increases from
6.07% at 2 m/s to 26.56% at 20 m/s.

Figure 4(c) illustrates average latency versus node mobility. When the
node speed increases the routing table become outdated frequently and the
path discovery process, which is very demanding in terms of network band-
width, is initiated frequently. For all routing schemes the average latency
increases with the node mobility due to congestion caused by frequent re-
transmissions and the need to discover new routes.

The Effect of Network Density. We expect node density to affect
network performance and study its effects on power consumption, packet
loss ratio, and average delay. In Figure 5(a), as the network density in-
creases, the power consumption of routing based upon m-limited forwarding
increases nearly linearly, while for flooding the increase is nearly exponen-
tial. The 2-limited forwarding using τk(i, j) is more efficient than flooding;
the savings in power consumption range from 19.50% for 30 nodes (average
number of neighbors is 2.46) to 46.08% for 100 nodes (average number of
neighbors is 10.53).

Figure 5(b) illustrates packet loss ratio versus network density. The
packet loss ratio of all routing schemes is relatively low when network den-
sity is small. When the number of nodes is larger than 70, the packet loss
ratio for flooding increases sharply due to excessive congestion and the col-
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Fig. 4. The impact of node mobility on power consumption, packet loss ratio, and
latency. (a) Average power consumption versus node mobility. (b) Packet loss ratio versus
node mobility. (c) Average latency versus node mobility.
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Fig. 5. The impact of network density on power consumption, packet loss ratio, and
latency. (a) Average power consumption versus network density. (b) Packet loss ratio
versus network density. (c) Average latency versus network density.
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lisions. The packet loss ratio of flooding increases from 1.96% for 30 nodes
to 32.67% for 100 nodes.

Figure 5(c) illustrates average latency versus network density. The av-
erage latency of all routing schemes is relatively low when the number of
nodes is relatively small. When the number of nodes is larger than 70 the
average latency for flooding increases sharply due to excessive collisions.

In terms of power dissipation m-limited forwarding outperforms flooding
when network load, node mobility, and node density increase. Among the
four m-limited forwarding schemes, the 2-limited forwarding with τk(i, j)
performs the best. When network load increases, the power dissipation of
flooding increases faster than that of m-limited forwarding schemes. The
power consumption increases almost linearly with the node density for m-
limited forwarding while the increase is faster for flooding.

The packet loss ratio is another aspect of network performance where
m-limited forwarding is at par if not better than flooding. For a light net-
work load flooding performs slightly better than m-limited forwarding us-
ing ηk(i, j) but worse than m-limited forwarding using τk(i, j). All rout-
ing schemes are very sensitive to node mobility and the packet loss ratio
increases sharply when node mobility increases. Flooding is only slightly
worse than m-limited forwarding. In terms of node density m-limited for-
warding fares better than flooding. The packet loss ratio for flooding at
high node density increases exponentially due to excessive collisions.

Finally, the packet delay increases due to heavy traffic and/or paths
with a large number of hops. Flooding is slightly better than routing with
m-limited forwarding at light network load using ηk(i, j) but worse than
m-limited forwarding using τk(i, j) at heavy network load. For all routing
schemes the average latency increases with the node mobility due to con-
gestion caused by frequent retransmissions and the need to discover new
routes. The average latency for flooding increases sharply due to excessive
collisions when the network density increases.

It is possible that the ongoing evaluation of m-limited forwarding for
heterogeneous wireless ad hoc networks with asymmetric links will led to
slightly different conclusions, e.g., it is likely that ηk(i, j)- may prove to be
better than τk(i, j)-based policies.

5. Routing Protocol

The A4LP protocol 35 consists of an initialization phase when each node
discovers its In-, In/Out-, and Out-bound neighbors, a path discovery phase
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using m-limited forwarding, and a path maintenance phase.

Information Maintained by a Node and Packet Types. A node i ∈ N
maintains several data structures, a routing table (see Table 2), a path
request sequence number and a node sequence number.

(1) Routing Table at node j (RTj): caches information for all neighbors and
for most recently used destination (Table 2). The field dstNeighborType
takes one of the following values: In-bound, Out-bound, In/Out-bound,
or Not-neighbor. expTime records the expiration time for an entry after
which it is no longer valid.

(2) Request Sequence Number (reqSeq): a counter, uniquely identifies a
path request packet sent by the the node with nodeId. The reqSeq is
incremented every time a route request is sent.

(3) Node Sequence Number (seq): a counter revealing the freshness of a
node, incremented when the node detects the change of location, resid-
ual power, transmission range, routing table, and so on.

Field Description
dstId Destination node id
dstLoc Destination location information
dstClass Destination class
dstPower Destination residual power
dstRange Destination transmission range
dstSeq Destination sequence number
dstNeighborType Neighbor type of destination
nextHop Next hop to forward a packet
expTime Expiration time

5.1. Neighbor Discovery

In-bound Neighbor Discovery. In-bound neighbor discovery (which, in-
cidentally, leads also to the discovery of neighbors which will later turn out
to be In/Out-bound) is initiated when a node joins the network. Each node
broadcasts periodically a Hello packet to inform all the neighbors in its
range of its current location, residual power, and transmission range. The
time between two such transmissions is called a hello interval.

Upon receiving a Hello packet a node either updates an existing entry in
its routing table or creates a new one. Acknowledgements are not required
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(actually not possible for In-bound neighbors). A node deletes the entries of
Out- and In/Out-bound neighbors if it does not receive their Hello packets
for several hello intervals. A Hello packet is a broadcast packet with a life
time of one hop. The Hello packet provides the location, the class, the
residual power, and the range of the sender.

Out-bound Neighbor Discovery. Due to the nature of asymmetric links,
Out-bound neighbors are not detected directly as their signals cannot be
heard. For example, in the three-party proxy set in Figure 2(c), the Hello

packet from node j cannot reach node i, thus node i cannot know that node
j is an Out-bound neighbor. However, node k, which is an In/Out-bound
neighbor of node i and an Out-bound neighbor of node j, is aware that link
Lij is asymmetric with i as the H-node and j as the L-node. Thus, node
k sends a Convey packet to node i with the information of node j, and, at
the same time, records node i as the next hop to reach node j.

In the Out-bound neighbor discovery, a node periodically checks the
link relationship between its neighbors, sets up the route to its In-bound
neighbor if a three-party proxy set is detected, and informs the H-node of
an asymmetric link, when it detects one. The time between two Out-bound
neighbor discovery is called a convey interval. The Convey packet contains
the Id of the sender and of the destination (the H-node of an asymmetric
link), the Id, the location, the class, the residual power, the range, and the
sequence number of the L-node of the asymmetric link.

5.2. Location and Power Update

Dissemination of the approximate node location as well as its residual power
are critical for any location-aware and power-aware routing scheme, yet it
is not the focus of this paper. It can be achieved by (i) gossiping algo-
rithms, (ii) a broadcast scheme, in which updates are sent infrequently and
locally. (iii) a hierarchical scheme - nodes form clusters around head of a
cluster, who covers a relative large area and is able to exchange information
collected from members of the cluster, or some other scheme.

In A4LP a node sends location and power updates only when (i) it joins
the network, (ii) has moved significantly since the last reported location,
(iii) its residual power goes below low water mark.
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6. MAC Protocol

6.1. Topological considerations

The handling of the hidden nodes is an essential problem for wireless MAC
protocols operating in the presence of asymmetric links. In the following,
we introduce a series of topological concepts and attempt to classify hidden
nodes. The following definitions are necessary to introduce the MAC layer
protocol.

We call the proxy node through which an L-Node can reach an H-node
a P-node. A tunnel is defined as the reverse route from an L-Node to an H-
through a P-node. Call Tsr a transmission from sender s to receiver r.
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Fig. 6. An illustration for topology concepts. (a) The vicinity of a node i, Vi =
{1, 2, 3, 4}. (b) The set of hidden nodes for the transmission from s to r: Hsr = {1, 2, 3}.
(c) Example of the three-party proxy set coverage of node i: P3i = {1, 2, 3}. (d) The
H3sr set for a transmission Tsr: H3sr = {1, 2}. (e) The extended hidden nodes set
XH3sr: XH3sr = {1, 2}. (f) The extended hidden nodes relay set XHR3sr for a
transmission Tsr. In the illustrated scenario, XHR3sr = {1, 2, 3, 4}, mXHR3sr = {2, 4}
or {1, 3, 4}, MXHR3sr = {2, 4}.

Definition 10: Call Vi the vicinity of node i. Vi includes all nodes that
could be reached from node i (see Figure 6(a)).

Vi = {j|R(i, j)}.
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Definition 11: Call Hsr the set of hidden nodes of a transmission Tsr.
Hsr includes nodes that are out of the range of the sender and whose range
covers the receiver (see Figure 6(b) ).

Hsr = {k|¬R(s, k) ∧R(k, r)}.
Note that Hsr are the hidden nodes for the transmission of the DATA

packets, while Hrs are the hidden nodes for the transmission of ACK packets.

Definition 12: Call P3i the three-party proxy set coverage of node i. P3i

is the set of nodes nodes reachable either by node i directly, or participate
in a three-party proxy set with node i and a third node (see Figure 6(c)).

P3i = {k|R(i, k) ∨ ∃j (R(i, j) ∧R(j, k) ∧R(k, i))}.
Definition 13: Call H3sr the hidden nodes of a transmission Tsr in the
three-party proxy set coverage of node r. The set H3sr includes hidden
nodes covered by P3r (see Figure 6(d)).

H3sr = Hsr ∩ P3r.

Definition 14: Call XH3sr the extended hidden nodes of a transmission
Tsr in three-party proxy set coverage of node r. The set XH3sr includes
nodes in H3sr covered by Vr (see Figure 6(e)).

XH3sr = H3sr − Vr.

Definition 15: Call XHR3sr the extended hidden nodes relay set of a
transmission Tsr in three-party proxy set coverage of node r. XHR3sr

includes all nodes in P3r that could relay traffic from node r to nodes
belonging to XH3sr (see Figure 6(f)).

XHR3sr = {j |j ∈ Vr ∧ ∃k∈XH3sr (R(j, k))}
Definition 16: Call mXHR3sr the minimal extended hidden nodes re-
lay set of a transmission Tsr in three-party proxy set coverage of node r.
mXHR3sr includes a set of nodes in XHR3r (mXHR3r ⊆ XHR3r) such
that (i) the node r can relay traffic to any node in XH3sr through some
nodes from mXHR3sr; (ii) the removal of any nodes in mXHR3sr makes
some nodes in XH3sr unreacheable from node r (see Figure 6(f)).

∀k∈XH3sr∃j∈mXHR3sr (R(j, k))

and

∀j′∈mXHR3sr∃k∈XH3sr@j∈mXHR3sr−{j′}(R(j, k)).
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Note that mXHR3sr may not be unique, and different minimal ex-
tended hidden nodes relay sets could contain a different number of nodes.

Definition 17: Call MXHR3sr the minimum extended hidden nodes re-
lay set of a transmission Tsr in three-party proxy set coverage of node r.
MXHR3sr is the subset of mXHR3sr with the smallest number of nodes
(see Figure 6(f)).

MXHR3sr ∈ mXHRsr

and

∀r ∈ mXHR3sr(|MXHR3sr| ≤ |r|).
Finally, we introduce a set of metrics characterizing the ability of a MAC

protocol to silence nodes which can cause collisions.

Definition 18: Let F be an algorithm of a MAC protocol that silences
proper nodes during a transmission. Call the set of nodes silenced by F
during a transmission Tsr, Ssr(F). Ideally, an algorithm should silence all
nodes that have the potential to be hidden nodes, as well as nodes that
could potentially be affected by the transmission Tsr. Assume there exists
an algorithm I which classifies all the nodes that should be silenced during
a transmission Tsr, thus,

Ssr(I) = Hsr ∪Hrs ∪ Vs ∪ Vr.

Definition 19: Call Miscsr(F) the misclassification ratio of an algorithm
F for a transmission Tsr. Miscsr(F) measures the ratio of nodes that are
incorrectly silenced by F .

Miscsr(F) =
|Ssr(F)− Ssr(I)|

|Ssr(I)| .

Definition 20: Call Misssr(F) the miss ratio of an algorithm F for a
transmission Tsr. Misssr(F) measures the ratio of nodes which are not
silenced by the algorithm F , although they should be.

Misssr(F) =
|Ssr(I)− Ssr(F)|

|Ssr(I)| .

Definition 21: Let Misc(F) and Miss(F) be the average misclassification
ratio and average miss ratio of an algorithm F , respectively. The averages
are computed over a network N .

Misc(F) =

∑
∀s,r∈NR(s,r) |Ssr(F)− Ssr(I)|∑

∀s,r∈NR(s,r) |Ssr(I)| ,
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and

Miss(F) =

∑
∀s,r∈NR(s,r) |Ssr(I)− Ssr(F)|∑

∀s,r∈NR(s,r) |Ssr(I)| .

6.2. A solution to the hidden node problem

A heterogeneous wireless ad hoc network of mobile devices is composed of
devices with different computation and communication capabilities. Asym-
metric links dominate routing in such a network 35 and the sender may not
be able to receive the CTS or ACK packets from the receiver. In such a case a
DATA packet, or the next frame cannot be sent. The IEEE 802.11 protocol
assumes that all the connections are symmetric. Our protocol relaxes this
assumption, asymmetric links can be used provided that they are part of a
three-party proxy set 35.

Our protocol retains the use of RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK frames defined in
IEEE 802.11 standard. In addition to these, we have four additional frames:
XRTS (Extended RTS), XCTS (Extended CTS), TCTS (Tunneled CTS), and
TACK (Tunneled ACK).

An ideal MAC layer protocol should be based upon a scheme which
delivers the RTS and CTS packets to all hidden nodes in Hrs and Hsr,
respectively. Such a scheme however can be impractical because (i) a node
may not have knowledge of all its In-bound neighbors; (ii) the number
of hops needed to reach an In-bound neighbor might be large, thus the
time penalty and the power consumption required for the RTS/CTS diffusion
phase might outweigh the benefits of a reduced probability of collision.

Our solution is to send RTS and CTS packets to the nodes in H3rs and
H3sr respectively. In this way, a considerable number of nodes that are
misclassified as “hidden” nodes by 1, referred to as protocol A, and 2,
referred to as protocol B, are allowed to transmit (see Figure 7). Note that
our approach does not identify all hidden nodes, but neither methods A or
B are able to identify all hidden nodes.

6.3. Node Status

In IEEE 802.11, when a node overhears an RTS or a CTS packet, it becomes
silent and cannot send any packet from then on until its NAV expires. In this
way, nodes in the relay set cannot send XRTS/XCTS as they should be in a
silent state after overhearing the RTS/CTS packet. To resolve this dilemma,
we replace the silent state with a quasi silent state, in which a node is
allowed to send control packets, except RTS and CTS.
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Area silenced by B

Area silenced by A

Nodes not silenced
by any approach

Area silenced by
our approach

Nodes misclassified
as hidden nodes by A

Nodes misclassified
as hidden nodes by B

Area silenced by A
but not by our approach

Fig. 7. The ability of three MAC layer protocols, A, B, and the one introduced in this
paper, to correctly classify “hidden” nodes. A protocol may incorrectly require nodes to
be silent (“missclassify” them) and miss nodes which should be silent.

In the medium access model proposed in this paper, a node is either in
an idle state, active state, quasi silent state, or silent state. When a node
is in an idle state, it is able to send or receive any type of packets. When
a node is in active state, the node is either sending or receiving a packet.
When a node is in quasi silent state, the node can either receive packets or
send any packet type except RTS, CTS, or DATA packet. When a node is in
silent state, the node can receive packets but cannot send any packet.

6.4. Medium Access Model

The medium access model of our protocol is an extended four-way hand-
shake. (see Figure 8)For short data frames, there is no need to initiate an
RTS-CTS handshake. For long data frames we recognize several phases:

(1) Sensing phase. The sender s senses the medium. If it does not detect
any traffic for a DIFS period, the sender starts the contention phase;
otherwise, it backs off for a random time before it senses again.

(2) Contention phase. The sender s generates a random number γ ∈ [0,
contention window] slot time. The sender s starts a transmission if it
does not detect any traffic for γ slot time.

(3) RTS transmission phase. The sender s sends an RTS packet to the re-
ceiver r. The RTS packet specifies the NAV(RTS), link type of Lsr and
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Fig. 8. Routing over asymmetric links in a heterogeneous wireless ad hoc network. Node
s is the sender, r is the receiver, the link from node s to r is asymmetric, and node j is
the proxy node that can relay traffic to s for r. Nodes k1 and k2 are hidden nodes for
transmissions Trs and Tsr, respectively. Nodes j1 and j2 are the proxy nodes that can
relay traffic from s to k1 and from r to k2, respectively.

MXHR3rs. The link type field is used to determine whether symmetric
or asymmetric medium access model is used.

(4) CTS transmission phase. The receiver r checks whether the link is sym-
metric or not. If link Lsr is symmetric, node r sends a CTS packet back
to node s; otherwise, node r sends a TCTS packet to node s. A TCTS

packet specifies both the proxy node and the receiver s. The proxy
node forwards the TCTS packet to the original sender s after receiving
it. A CTS/TCTS packet can be sent only after sensing a free SIFS pe-
riod. Instead of MXHR3sr, MXHR3rs − MXHR3sr is specified in
the CTS/TCTS packet so that every extended hidden node relay is in-
cluded only once thus the duration of XCTS/XRTS diffusion phase can
be reduced.

(5) XRTS/XCTS diffusion phase. All nodes that overhear a RTS/CTS/TCTS

packet enters a quasi silent state. After the CTS transmission phase,
all extended hidden node relays that are either specified in RTS or
CTS/TCTS starts contention for broadcasting XRTS/XCTS to its neigh-
bors. When a node captures the medium, all other nodes backs off for
a random number of (1, 4) SIFS period, and continue the contention
until the XRTS/XCTS diffusion phase finishes. An XRTS/XCTS diffusion
phase lasts for δ SIFS periods, after which all nodes except the proxy
node becomes silent.

(6) Data transmission phase. When the XRTS/XCTS diffusion phase finishes,
the sender s starts sending DATA packets to the receiver r after sensing
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a free SIFS period.
(7) Acknowledgement phase. Once the receiver r successfully received the

DATA packet from the sender s, it replies with an ACK if link Lsr is
symmetric, or a TACK packet if link Lsr is asymmetric. An ACK/TACK

packet can be sent only after sensing a free SIFS period. When the
sender s receives an ACK/TACK packet, it starts contending the medium
for the next frame. Meanwhile, the NAVs that are reserved for this
transmission should expire.

6.5. A Simulation Study

To evaluate the performance of the MAC layer protocols which support
asymmetric links we conducted a simulation study. We compared the pro-
tocols in 1,2, and the one presented in this paper. We assume that the nodes
are immobile and wish to study the number of nodes which are silenced by
the RTS-CTS protocol as well as nodes which should be silenced but are not.
In this experiment we do not consider other characteristics of devices, such
as power reserve. We plan to expand these studies for the case when the
nodes are mobile and assume that the nodes in the same class have a slight
variation in their power reserve.

A node is misclassified as a hidden node and it is silenced by an al-
gorithm while it should not have been. A node is missed if it should be
considered a hidden node and silenced by an algorithm but it is not. We
measure the average misclassification and the average miss ratio of the
protocols under several scenarios and construct 95% confidence intervals
for these averages. The scenario involves a rectangular simulation area of
500 × 500 meters. The transmission range for the four class of nodes 6,?,
C1, C2, C3, and C4 are random variables normally distributed with the
mean 25, 50, 75, and 100 meters, respectively; the standard deviations for
each class is 5 meters. The simulation scenario is created using a set of 40
to 100 nodes, which belong to one of the 4 classes. The initial positions of
the nodes are uniformly distributed in the area, while the number of nodes
in each class is equal.

For each generated scenario, we repeat the experiment 100 times. For
each replica of the experiment, the nodes are in slightly different position.
The displacement is normally distributed around an initial position and the
standard deviation is 20% of its transmission range.

Figure 9(a) illustrates the average misclassification ratio of protocols
A 1 and B 2 as a function of the number of nodes. A and B perform
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(b) Miss Ratio vs Number of Nodes

Fig. 9. (a) The average misclassification ratio of protocols A and B as a function of the
number of nodes. As an artifact of node immobility in our simulation study, the protocol
introduced in this paper has a zero average misclassification ratio. A node is misclassified
if it is required to be silent unnecessarily. (b) The average miss ratio of protocols A, B,
and our approach, as a function of the number of nodes. Missed nodes should be required
to be silent but are not.

similarly; the average misclassification ratio ranges from 34.10% to 70.42%,
and increases with the number of nodes. As an artifact of node immobility,
in our simulation the algorithm introduced in this paper has a zero average
misclassification ratio.

Figure 9(b) illustrates the average miss ratio of protocols A, B, and the
one introduced in this paper as a function of the number of nodes. The
protocols perform similarly; the average miss ratio ranging from 5.55% to
16.36%. The average miss ratio for our approach is slightly larger than that
of protocol A but smaller than the average miss ratio of protocol B. The
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average miss ratio decreases as the number of nodes increases. Protocol
A achieve slightly better performance but requires more power consump-
tion and generates additional collisions, compared to protocol B and our
approach.

7. Cross-Layer Architecture

There is a growing consensus that cross-layer communication is necessary
to fully exploit the possibilities offered by wireless networks. The complex
nature of a heterogeneous wireless networks with asymmetric links requires
information flow across several layers of the protocol stack. For example,
software radio requires dynamic spectrum management. The goal of dy-
namic spectrum management is to determine the rights of nodes to transmit
on a certain channel, at a specific power, time interval and geographic loca-
tion. There is a strong interdependency between the spectrum management
and the MAC and routing protocols. The spectrum allocation determines
the possible topologies which can be achieved by the MAC and network
layers. Conversly, we want the minimum spectrum allocation which makes
a given topology feasible. The ability of the MAC and routing protocols
to handle asymmetric links allows spectrum management to determine the
transmission rights of the nodes independently; the pairing requirements,
inevitable for bidirectional links, are not applicable. This allows for a more
efficient spectrum allocation.

One of the consequences of operating in the context of a MANET with
asymmetric links is that the information of three-party proxy sets needs to
be maintained both at the MAC and the network layer. With the knowl-
edge of three-party proxy sets, reverse routes (for upper routing protocol)
or tunnels (for underlying MAC protocol) for an asymmetric link can be
computed.

In our approach, the required information is maintained by the MAC
layer protocol TPSDM (Three-party Proxy Set Discovery and Maintenance).
TPSDM stores information of three-party proxy sets at a shared module,
which could be fetched by the routing module of network layer.

In TPSDM, each node maintains a neighbor table that contains six fields:
node id, location, transmission range, neighbor type, P-node list, and times-
tamp list. Each node periodically broadcasts a 1-hop limited Hello message
which encloses the node id, location and transmission range of its neigh-
bors along with its own. When a node receives a Hello message, it applies
a TPSDM Algorithm on the incoming Hello message and its own neighbor
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table. The algorithm first identifies the neighbors of the current node for
each entry of the incoming Hello message and stores them into the neighbor
table along with the neighbor type. For each entry of the incoming message
a three-party proxy set is found if a directed circle is formed by the links
connecting the current node, the node of the incoming Hello message, and
the node of an entry. If a node detects a three-party proxy set in which it
plays the role of L-node or H-node of an asymmetric link, the proxy node
and the current time are appended onto the P-node list and the timestamp
list of H-node entry in the neighbor table, respectively. In case the current
node is an L-node, the P-node is the node through which the current node
can reach the H-node, thus one or more tunnels to the H-node is estab-
lished; in case the current node is the H-node, the Hello message of the
P-node carries the information of the L-node, which notifies or renews the
information of the L-node at the current node.

The maintenance of three-party proxy sets is achieved by periodically
checking the timestamp list field. When TPSDM detects the expiration of a
timestamp, the associated P-node is purged; when the P-node list becomes
empty, the entry of the node is purged from the neighbor table in case it is
an out-bound neighbor.

8. Work in Progress

We have implemented the network and MAC layer protocols in NS2 and we
are conducting experiments to assess their advantages over protocols based
upon IEEE 802.11 and their performance. We discuss briefly an example
when the A4LPprotocol uses asymmetric links to route messages from node
0 to node 4 while protocols for symmetric links fail to find a route. In our
simulation we use FTP as the transport layer protocol.

The initial position of nodes is depicted in Figure 10, which shows also
the transmission range and the distance between the nodes. The nodes do
not move during the simulation. The forward and reverse routes are found
and established by A4LP, and MAC layer acknowledgements are assured by
our MAC protocol. For instance, node 5 is a proxy node that forwards CTS
and ACK packets for a unidirectional transmission from node 1 to node 4
at MAC layer. The packets are successfully delivered and acknowledged.

9. Summary

In this paper we argue that asymmetry of the transmission range in wireless
networks is a reality and should be treated as such. This asymmetry makes
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Fig. 10. The topology of a network when the A4LP protocol routes messages from node
0 to node 4 over asymmetric links, while protocols for symmetric links fail to find a route.
The initial position, range, and distance between nodes are shown.

reliable communication more difficult and complicates medium access con-
trol as well as network layer protocols. In some instances, e.g., in case of
software radio, we should be able to take advantage of this asymmetry.

The models of traditional multiple access networks assume that all nodes
share a single communication channel and have access to the feedback
(success, idle slot, collision) from any transmission. In this case splitting
algorithms allow sharing of the communication channel in a cooperative
environment with reasonable efficiency and fairness. This is no longer the
case for wireless networks with symmetric or bidirectional links, where the
sender and the receiver do not share the feedback channel and hidden nodes
may interfere with a transmission. In case of networks with asymmetric links
hidden nodes are out of the reach of the sender and the receiver, but their
transmissions may interfere with the reception of a packet by the intended
destination. The problem of hidden nodes is further complicated in this case
because the feedback from the receiver in an RTS - CTS exchange may have
to pass through several relay stations before reaching all the nodes which
are supposed to be silent. Some of the solutions proposed in the literature
reduce the probability of a collision by requiring a larger than necessary set
of nodes to be silent. In turn, this has negative effects upon the commu-
nication latency and the overall network throughput. We propose a MAC
layer protocol which reduces the number of nodes that have to be silent
but as all the other schemes proposed may miss some of the nodes which
should have been classified as “hidden”.

MAC layer and routing protocols are further complicated by the need to
minimize the number of retransmissions to reduce the power consumption
and collisions. We propose a technique to address this concern; m-limited
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forwarding was conceived to reduce the cost of disseminating information in
a power-constrained environment by limiting the cardinality of the subset
of nodes which retransmit a packet.

While more studies are necessary to confirm our results that m-limited
forwarding with τk(i, j) fitness function and m = 2 is a serious contender
to flooding for disseminating control information in a power-constrained,
location-aware ad hoc network with bidirectional links. Ongoing evaluation
of m-limited forwarding for wireless networks with asymmetric links may
led to slightly different conclusions, e.g., it is likely that ηk(i, j)- may prove
to be better than τk(i, j)-based policies.

There is a growing consensus that cross-layer communications is nec-
essary to fully exploit the possibilities offered by wireless networks. The
complex nature of a heterogeneous wireless networks with asymmetric links
requires information flow across several layers of the protocol stack. In this
paper we sketch a possible architecture which allows information about
network status to flow across layers.

Our future work is dedicated to the applications of m-limited forwarding
to MAC and network layer protocols for heterogeneous ad hoc networks
with asymmetric links. We have reported only on partial results; further
simulation and possibly analytical studies are needed to provide conclusive
proofs that the protocols presented in this paper offer a viable alternative
and perform better than existing solutions.
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